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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

THE RELOCATION OF EIGHT POSSIBLE GRAVES FROM PLOT 13 IN THE OLD BOSCH STREET CEMETERY, 

NELSPRUIT, MPUMALANGA 

 

This report is submitted in fulfilment of the requirements of: 

 

 The South African Heritage Resources Agency, Permit No. 2071 (CaseID: 8076), issued under 

Section 36(3) of the National Heritage Resources Act, Act no. 25 of 1999 to Henk Steyn. 

 The agreement between PGS Heritage and HL Hall & Sons (Pty) Ltd for the completion of the 

Hall Grave relocation project.  

 

PGS Heritage was contracted by HL Hall & Sons (Pty) Ltd to identify and relocate, by means of an 

archaeological excavation, eight possible graves that were situated in Family Plot 13 of the Old Bosch 

Street Cemetery in Nelspruit.  

 

This report documents the relocation of the graves (as required by SAHRA in terms of section 36 of the 

National Heritage Resources Act, 25 0f 1999) under the SAHRA Permit, No 2071 (CaseID: 8076), issued 

by the SAHRA Burial Grounds and Graves Unit. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

PGS Heritage was contracted by HL Hall & Sons (Pty) Ltd to investigate the location and relocate, by 

means of an archaeological excavation, eight graves that were situated in Family Plot 13 of the Old 

Bosch Street Cemetery. These graves belong to the founder of the company and his wife and 

include some of their children and relations. The company turns 125 years this year and the family 

wanted to relocate the old family grave plot in the cemetery to the newly developed Heritage Park, 

which will display various aspects of the company’s and family’s heritage. The excavation 

subsequently revealed the presence of 4 sets of human remains, which were exhumed and re-

interned on 25 August 2015 in the Heritage Park situated on Portion 219 of Erf 2, Mataffin 

Macadamia Township. 

2. SOCIAL CONSULTATION 

The affected family initiated the proposal for relocation. Notwithstanding this fact, site notices 

(Appendix B) and newspaper notices (Appendix C) were published, to inform and identify any other 

bona fide interested and affected parties.  

 

This process was started with the placement of bilingual (English and SiSwati) site notices at the 

gravesite on 7 May 2015. Subsequently, newspaper notices were published in the Lowvelder 

newspaper on two occasions (8 and 15 May 2015).  

 

Until the date of exhumation, no other interested and affected parties have contacted either the 

Hall family or PGS Heritage (Pty) Ltd regarding the proposed relocation of the graves. 

 

3. LEGAL COMPLIANCE 

Exhumation and re-interment of human remains in Mpumalanga is governed by the Mpumalanga 

Cemeteries, Crematoria and Exhumation of Bodies Act, 2005 and the National Health Act, 2003.  

The graves and mortal remains of victims of conflict and graves older than 60 years in a burial 

ground not administered by a local authority, as well as all graves older than 100 years, are also 

subject to the stipulations of the National Heritage Resources Act (Act 25 of 1999). All local laws and 

by-laws regarding cemeteries were also adhered to.  

In order to comply with the above, permissions to exhume and re-inter the human remains and 

associated grave dressings and cultural remains were obtained from the following responsible 

authorities (refer Appendix E for copies): 
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 South African Heritage Resources Agency (SAHRA). Permit No 2071 (CaseID: 8076) was 

issued in this regard. 

 The Mpumalanga Department of Health. Local Health officials attended the exhumation 

proceedings. 

 The Mbombela Local Municipality. 

 The Office of the Station Commissioner of the South African Police Services in Nelspruit was 

informed of the date of exhumation seven days before the exhumation took place. 

Members of the SAPS attended the exhumation proceedings as required by the relevant 

legislation. 

 A registered funeral undertaker (Martins Funerals) conducted the handling and reburial of 

the exhumed remains as required by the relevant regulations. 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Method of excavation 

The methods employed during exhumation aimed to recover all the remains, to minimise damage 

to the remains, to record the three-dimensional context of the remains and to preserve and respect 

the dignity of the buried individual.  All evidence that might allude to the events leading to the 

death of the individual and circumstances regarding the event were recorded and interpreted.  

The excavation methods employed accomplished the in situ exposure of the burial and associated 

artefacts (Nienaber and Steyn, 1999).  The focus was on accurate and complete documentation 

(Nienaber, 1997).  Various methods for the excavation of graves have been proposed by different 

authors (Hester, 1975; Joukowsky, 1980; Krogman and Iscan, 1986; Morse, 1978) and all stress the 

need for adequate workspace around the exposed remains and a systematic approach to the 

removal of individual bones.  The archaeological method, including extensive test trenching to 

prevent damage to the remains, was employed.  This approach was largely similar to that of 

forensic archaeology where buried body cases are concerned.  The approach was adapted for each 

situation since graves vary in shape, size, depth and content (Nienaber, 1999).  The methods used in 

forensic archaeology are discussed by Steyn, et.al. (2000). 

In each case, the surface features of the grave were cleaned and documented.  Hereafter any 

cultural material associated with the surface dressing was collected and catalogued, if such 

occurred. All observations regarding construction, materials and characteristics of the surface 

features were documented. 
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After the removal of the surface features, the extent of the burial pit was ascertained through 

excavation and observation of differences in the matrix.  After the indications of the presence and 

characteristics of the burial pit were documented, the in-fill was excavated to expose the human 

remains and associated cultural materials.  Removal of the matrix of the burial pit was 

accomplished through the test-trench approach, whereby a narrow trench (25-30 cm wide) is 

excavated with a trowel to a depth of between 15 and 20 cm in the lower third of the burial pit (in 

this instance the lower third usually constituted the eastern side of the grave).  This area is chosen 

since it is most likely that the femurs of the skeleton occur in this part of the grave.  Since the femur 

is a robust bone, it is usually not easily damaged through excavation.  If no indications of the 

presence of human remains were observed in the test trench, the remaining in-fill matrix, down to 

the depth of the test trench, was removed with a shovel.  The matrix surrounding the remains was 

carefully screened to retrieve any possible cultural artefacts associated with the burial.  This process 

was repeated until indications of the presence of human remains were observed.   

As soon as human remains were encountered, care was taken to leave as much of the skeleton as 

possible covered in order to protect the remains from damage by excavation and to preserve the 

integrity of the context of the skeletal elements and possible associated cultural remains.  The 

extent and characteristics of the burial pit were now documented and the workspace was assessed 

and enlarged if not sufficient.  This was only done after documentation of the features of the burial 

pit and without sacrificing any vital information. 

The excavation then continued with the aim of ascertaining the extent of the skeletal remains and 

the location of the different skeletal elements, after which the remains were uncovered, starting 

from the middle and working outwards.  This method again ensures the minimum disturbance of 

the remains and associated cultural materials.  As soon as the skeleton was uncovered, it was 

documented in situ and removed.  A further test trench of 15 cm deep was dug in the area directly 

underlying the location of the remains to ensure that all possible remains and artefacts were found 

and recovered. 

5. EXHUMATION OF REMAINS AND DETAILS OF DECEASED.  

 
5.1 General discussion 

The graves were located in Family Plot 13 of the Old Bosch Street Cemetery, Nelspruit, Mbombela 

Local Municipality, Mpumalanga at S25º27.743’ E030º58.772’. 
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The family representative confirmed on the day of the exhumation that only five of the possible 

eight family members were buried in Plot 13 of the Bosch Street Cemetery. The exact location for 

each of the confirmed burials was however unknown. The investigating/exhumation team identified 

four possible graves next to each other within the extent of the indicated Plot 13 of the cemetery. 

The four possible graves were numbered Hall 01 up to Hall 04 from left to right or from the south to 

the north. These four possible graves were investigated and the remains within were exhumed. 

 

 
Figure 1 – General view of family plot within Bosch Street cemetery with memorial stone in the 

middle. 

 

 
Figure 2 – General view of location of family plot within Bosch Street Cemetery. 
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The grave with the surface number Hall 01 contained the remains of David Donaldson Hall and the 

remains were subsequently numbered Hall 05 as it was numbered in the grave register provided by 

the family. 

 

The grave with the surface number Hall 02 proved to be no grave and did not contain any human 

remains. 

 

The grave with the surface number Hall 03 contained the remains of Grace Husband Hall and the 

remains were subsequently numbered Hall 02 as it was numbered in the grave register provided by 

the family. Grace Husband Hall was buried on top of her son Lanion James Hall and his remains 

were numbered Hall 03 as it was numbered in the grave register provided by the family. 

 

The grave with the surface number Hall 04 contained the remains of Hugh Lanion Hall and the 

remains were subsequently numbered Hall 01 as it was numbered in the grave register provided by 

the family. 

 

The remains of the fifth deceased, Kathleen Forest Hall (Hall 07), were not found within the extent 

of the burial plot on the day of the exhumation. The family representative, after consultation with 

other family members and family friends confirmed the following day that Kathleen Forest Hall was 

in fact cremated in Pretoria and that she was not buried in Plot 13 of the Bosch Street cemetery. A 

memorial service was held at the family burial plot in her honour, but she was not buried there. 

 

The excavation subsequently revealed the presence of 4 sets of human remains, which were 

exhumed and re-interned on 25 August 2015 in Portion 219 of Erf 2, Heritage Park, Mataffin 

Macadamia Township. 
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5.2 Description of individual graves 

Grave No Hall/001 
The grave with the surface number Hall 004 contained the remains of Hugh Lanion Hall and the 
remains were subsequently numbered Hall 001 as it was numbered in the grave register provided 
by the family. 
 

Name of deceased: Hugh Lanion Hall. 

Age at death: 81 years. 

Date of death: 26/03/1940.  

Name of family 

representative: 

James Aling. 

New Grave number: Portion 219 of Erf 2, Heritage Park, Mataffin Macadamia Township. 

Location of grave:  The grave was situated on plot 13, Bosch Street Cemetery, Nelspruit, 

Mpumalanga Province.  

Surface features of 

grave: 

No grave dressing was present. A large memorial stone was placed in the 

middle of the cemetery plot. The memorial stone was inscribed with the 

names and details of eight members of the Hall family. 

Grave goods: None were found.  

Measurements of grave 

pit: 

2.1m (l) x 1.1m (w) x 1.8m (d).  

Depth at which cultural 

remains were found: 

An inscribed plaque with the name “Hugh Hall” and a few coffin remains 

were found at a depth of 1.8m. 

Depth at which human 

remains were found: 

1.8m 

Burial position: The individual was buried in a supine position in a coffin with his head at 

the western end. His head was slightly tilted to the left. Both arms were 

extended and were placed alongside the body. Both legs were also 

extended and were placed next to each other. 

Description of human 

remains: 

The remains were that of an adult male and were in a poor state of 

preservation. 
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Figure 3 – Hall/001, Dressing 
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Grave No Hall/002 

The grave with the surface number Hall 003 contained the remains of Grace Husband Hall and the 

remains were subsequently numbered Hall 002 as it was numbered in the grave register provided 

by the family. 

 

Name of deceased: Grace Husband Mc F Hall. 

Age at death: 96 years. 

Date of death: 01/05/1965. 

Name of family 

representative: 

James Aling. 

New Grave number: Portion 219 of Erf 2, Heritage Park, Mataffin Macadamia Township. 

Location of grave:  The grave was situated on plot 13, Bosch Street Cemetery, Nelspruit, 

Mpumalanga Province. 

Surface features of 

grave: 

No grave dressing was present. A large memorial stone was placed in the 

middle of the cemetery plot. The memorial stone was inscribed with the 

names and details of eight members of the Hall family. 

Grave goods: None were found.  

Measurements of grave 

pit: 

2.1m (l) x 1.1m (w) x 1.3m (d).  

Depth at which cultural 

remains were found: 

An inscribed plaque with the name and details of the deceased and a few 

coffin remains were found at a depth of 1.3m. A plastic hairpin was also 

found with the remains. 

Depth at which human 

remains were found: 

1.3m 

Burial position: The individual was buried in a supine position in a coffin with her head at 

the western end. Both arms were extended and were placed alongside the 

body. Both legs were also extended and were placed next to each other. 

Description of human 

remains: 

The remains were that of an adult female and were in a fair state of 

preservation. 
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Figure 4 – Hall/002, Dressing 
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Grave No Hall/003 

Grace Husband Hall was buried on top of her son Lanion James Hall and his remains were 

numbered Hall 03 as it was numbered in the grave register provided by the family. 

Name of deceased: Lanion James Hall. 

Age at death: 62 years. 

Date of death: 21/10/1950. 

Name of family 

representative: 

James Aling. 

New Grave number: Portion 219 of Erf 2, Heritage Park, Mataffin Macadamia Township. 

Location of grave:  The grave was situated on plot 13, Bosch Street Cemetery, Nelspruit, 

Mpumalanga Province. 

Surface features of 

grave: 

No grave dressing was present. A large memorial stone was placed in the 

middle of the cemetery plot. The memorial stone was inscribed with the 

names and details of eight members of the Hall family. 

Grave goods: None were found.  

Measurements of grave 

pit: 

2.1m (l) x 1.1m (w) x 1.8m (d).  

Depth at which cultural 

remains were found: 

An inscribed plaque with indiscernible words and a few coffin remains 

were found at a depth of 1.8m. 

Depth at which human 

remains were found: 

1.8m 

Burial position: The individual was buried in a supine position in a coffin with his head at 

the western end. His head was slightly tilted to the left. Both arms were 

extended and were placed alongside the body. Both legs were also 

extended and were placed next to each other. 

Description of human 

remains: 

The remains were that of an adult male and were in a fair state of 

preservation. 
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Figure 5 – Hall/003, Dressing 
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Grave No Hall/004 

Name of deceased: Unknown. 

Age at death: Unknown. 

Date of death: Unknown. 

Name of family 

representative: 

Unknown. 

New Grave number: N/A 

Location of grave:  The grave was situated on plot 13, Bosch Street Cemetery, Nelspruit, 

Mpumalanga Province. 

Surface features of 

grave: 

N/A 

Grave goods: N/A 

Measurements of grave 

pit: 

 

Depth at which cultural 

remains were found: 

 

Depth at which human 

remains were found: 

 

Burial position:  

Description of human 

remains: 
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Figure 6 – Hall/004, Dressing 
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Grave No Hall/005 

The grave with the surface number Hall 001 contained the remains of David Donaldson Hall and the 

remains were subsequently numbered Hall 005 as it was numbered in the grave register provided 

by the family. 

Name of deceased: David Donaldson Hall. 

Age at death: 24 years. 

Date of death: 23/04/1922. 

Name of family 

representative: 

James Aling 

New Grave number: Portion 219 of Erf 2, Heritage Park, Mataffin Macadamia Township. 

Location of grave:  The grave was situated on plot 13, Bosch Street Cemetery, Nelspruit, 

Mpumalanga Province. 

Surface features of 

grave: 

No grave dressing was present. A large memorial stone was placed in the 

middle of the cemetery plot. The memorial stone was inscribed with the 

names and details of eight members of the Hall family. 

Grave goods: None were found.  

Measurements of grave 

pit: 

2m (l) x 1.1m (w) x 1.8m (d).  

Depth at which cultural 

remains were found: 

A damaged, inscribed plaque with the name “David Donaldson Hall” and 

other details were found at a depth of 1.8m with some coffin remains. 

Depth at which human 

remains were found: 

1.8m 

Burial position: The individual was buried in a supine position in a coffin with his head at 

the western end. His head was slightly tilted to the right. Both arms were 

extended and were placed alongside the body. Both legs were also 

extended and were placed next to each other. 

Description of human 

remains: 

The remains were that of an adult male and were in a poor to fair state of 

preservation. 
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Figure 7 – Hall/005, Dressing  
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6. CONCLUSION 

During the relocation process, human remains from four graves were relocated on 25 August 2015 

from Family Plot 13 of the Old Bosch Street Cemetery in Nelspruit, Mpumalanga. The overall 

preservation of the excavated human remains was fair to poor.  The disinterred remains were 

reburied in the Portion 219 of Erf 2 in Heritage Park, Mataffin Macadamia Township. The next-of-

kin of four of the graves were present at the exhumation and reinterment of the remains. 
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APPENDIX A 

LOCALITY MAPS 

 

 
Figure 8 – Google Maps image of the Bosch Street cemetery location in Nelspruit (red polygon). 

 

 
Figure 9 – Google Earth image showing the position of the HL Hall graves within in the Bosch Street 

cemetery (white arrow). 
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Figure 10 – The bilingual site notice at the existing 

grave plot 

 

 

 
Figure 11 – The bilingual site notice on the Bosch 

Street cemetery wall 

 

 

 
Figure 12 – Close-up view of site notice 
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E1. SAHRA Permit 
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E2. THE MBOMBELA LOCAL MUNICIPALITY 
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E3. Letter Notifying SAPS Nelspruit 
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E4. Department of Health Mpumalanga Provincial Governement 
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